Rickert Kitchen Use Contract

Version 1.3

Terms of Use
- Fee’s and Deposits: $10 fee for kitchen use and basic staples per quarter, $30 deposit.
- Kitchen Hours: 9am – 12am. Preparation for Thursday/Sunday study breaks have priority.
- Access: get a key from key-holders (Toxic Avenger, RA's, RH's; in this order) and sign the kitchen log.
- Respect and take care of kitchen equipment (no metal on non-stick pans…). If you don’t know how to use something, ask someone who knows.
- Do not leave cooking items unattended or the kitchen unlocked. You are responsible for anything that happens in the kitchen while you are signed in to use it.
- Report all problems or missing equipment, you are responsible for all damages to the kitchen that are the result of gross negligence.
- Dishes and surfaces must be cleaned immediately after kitchen use.
- Label all leftovers with your name and the day you put them in the refrigerator, the kitchen will be purged weekly of leftovers that are over one week old.
- You are required to sign up for one week of Cleaning Crew Duty and share a week with a few other users.
  - Sign-up is on a first-pay, first-sign-up basis. Your week begins at 4pm on Sunday. For your week, your cleaning crew will be responsible for checking the kitchen daily and for cleaning the kitchen and returning it to perfect condition by 4pm the next Sunday. This includes putting away all washed items.
- You can reserve the kitchen for special events by emailing the listhost (RickertKitchen@listhost.uchicago.edu) and posting the reservation on the calendar inside the kitchen.
- Kitchen supplies are not meant to be used by non-kitchen users (i.e. don’t use our group pasta to make dinner for your ten non-kitchen using friends).
- Violation of these Terms will result in loss of your deposit and banishment from the kitchen for the quarter.

*These terms of use are subject to change at the whim of house council, staff members or other all-powerful entities.

Current kitchen supplies include: flour, sugar, brown sugar, oatmeal, brown rice, white rice, pasta, pancake mix, extra virgin olive oil, canola oil, butter, garlic paste, spices (in rack form), vanilla, non-stick spray, love.
I have paid the $10 fee and $30 deposit and understand the Ricker Kitchen Use Contract rules. I agree to refrain from yelling “BAM” while cooking, and will act in accordance with the historic Kitchen Awareness Act of 1929.